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“I want to make a difference with people
who want to make a difference doing
something that makes a difference.”

-JOHN C. MAXWELL

Team Leadership Session # 5
Leadership Teams

In our last session we covered both the Informational Team and the Consultative Team and how
each one functions within an organization.
In this session we will be covering two new teams, the Coordinating Team and the DecisionMaking Team. Each team serves a different purpose within an organization and it is possible that
there be more than one team operating within an organization.
In other words, we may have an Informational Team and a Decision-Making Team operating
concurrently within the same organization both operating to carry out the mission of the
organization.
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Coordinating Teams

You may need or want a coordinating team, whose members come together to coordinate their
leadership activities.
These might be activities to coordinate that would have to be put in place in order to execute
strategic activities deemed to be important.
For example, a senior leadership team might meet to work through the launch of a new, needs
specific Counselor Education Program for all schools in Belize.
Perhaps a Consultative Team met first to advise the CEO, Minister, or Prime Minister, what the
needs are and what should be included.
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Coordinating Teams (Cont’d)

Consultative Team, based upon expert advice from Senior officials in the Educational System in
Belize analyzed the data for need, and more specifically, what kind of need.
They concluded that the Counselor Education services should be multifacted serving not just
children’s academic needs but psychopathological needs as well as career counseling.
Many of the children may need special services because they have special needs and are unable
to function in a normal classroom.
So the consultative team has recommended to the team leader that indeed, there is a need and
that the above mentioned areas are critical in order to best serve the needs of the children of
Belize.
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Coordinating Teams (Cont’d)

As funds for such a nationwide project will be astronomical, they recommend that the leader apply for a
multimillion dollar grant through the Organization of American States and/or UNESCO which may have
funds targeted for such a project. (I don’t know if they do, I am just using this as an example).
So the Consultative Team has advised the CEO (Team Leader) and it is now up to the Coordinating
Team to begin the coordination on these efforts.
And it is now up to the Coordinating Team to manage the operational interdependence of the entire
enterprise.
Members of the Coordinating Team are highly interdependent, have shared responsibilities, and must
work together frequently and flexibly to accomplish their shared purpose..
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Coordinating Teams (Cont’d)

Coordinating teams may also serve information-sharing and consultative purposes.
As the Leader or CEO, you may want to choose a smaller more select group of senior leaders to
serve as your coordinating team.
And, you may also want to have a larger team or group for the purpose of Information-sharing as
with your informational team.
What happens on the Coordinating Team is that the members learn from each other with each
element producing robust discussion among team members as each initiative surfaces.
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Coordinating Teams (Cont’d)

The Coordinating Team requires attention to all six conditions described in earlier sessions.
It must be a real team… a team that is grounded, Interdependent and stable.
It must have a compelling direction… where the direction is characterized by three qualities; it is clear, it
is challenging, and it is consequential.
It must have the right people on the team… that is having the right people on the team and avoiding
people who will derail or undermine the team’s efforts. And again, remember having the entire team of
only the leaders’ best friends may not be the wisest thing to do.
It is important to select team members with integrity, who will abide by the team decisions, avoid
political manoeuvring and who, when under stress, will not forsake shared responsibility.
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Coordinating Teams (Cont’d)

Once the three Essential Conditions have been met, we can now look at the three enabling
conditions that support the team.
Having a Sound Structure means, having a small team with meaningful tasks and clear norms of
conduct.
Team size is very important and Hackman suggests no more than 10. And having a team of
experts does not ensure effectiveness unless team members are able to come together and
share, integrate, and utilize everyone’s strengths.
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Coordinating Teams (Cont’d)

In addition to Sound Structure, having a Supportive Context is necessary. This is achieved through
having organizational supports including all of the informational team needs and all of the
resources and materials necessary to achieve its goal.
And we need effective Team Coaching… which is building that competence and capability as a
team.
Coaching can come from both leaders and peers. An interesting side note is that the research by
Hackman et. al, showed that teams do not improve markedly when members received individual
coaching to develop their personal strengths. The most effective teams where those that were
coached in real time and not individually.
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Decision-Making Teams…

When considering Decisions-Making Teams they are perhaps the most critical of all the teams…
They are the team that makes the critical decisions that are most consequential for the
organization.
It is the decision-making teams that result in the largest changes in the power dynamics among
your senior leaders.
This is NOT a leadership team by committee.
A decision-making team is still your team, and gets its authority over certain decisions directly
from the CEO or leader, could be you, of the team.
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Decision-Making Teams (Cont’d)

If it is a decision-making team you wish to create, you must pay close attention to your leadership processes
if you want to make the team “outstanding”.
You again, need to articulate a compelling purpose for the team.
You need to get the right people on the team (and the wrong one’s off).
You need to create sound structures to support effective collaboration.
And, you must provide contextual support and coaching that members need in order to perform superbly.
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Decision-Making Teams (Cont’d)

An effective senior leadership team that make the decisions for the organization is perhaps the most
complex, and potentially the most valuable senior leadership team of all four.
We must also understand that the four types of teams we have described here are not mutually
exclusive.
Most organizations have more than one kind of leadership team operating simultaneously.
The common core configuration would be the Decision-Making Team which is the team that handles the
highest impact organizational matters along with the Coordinating Team.
Often times, the researchers found that some members of the coordinating team were also members of
the decision-making team.
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Decision-Making Teams (Cont’d)

These senior teams may often oversee and manage organizational operations.
They are also often linked to lower-level operation teams who identify and surface organizational
issues that require the attention of the senior leaders.
These leaders may also be part of a larger team from around the organization who come together
occasionally to create alignment across the organization.
So, when forming a Decision-Making team, it often involves creating additional teams each with a
distinct but related purpose.
And each with a specified conduit of information and coordination between teams.
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Leadership Teams…

So we have reviews four different kinds of senior leadership teams according to Wageman, Nunes,
Burruss & Hackman..
Informational Teams… basically to exchange important information about various areas of the
organization which usually gathers in one place, and share external information and intelligence
that may be useful to other parts of the organization.
Consultative Teams… gather to make the leader or CEO better informed and better able to do the
job.
Coordinating Teams… where members come together to coordinate their leadership activities as
they execute strategically important initiatives.
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Leadership Teams

Decision-Making Teams…who makes the critical decisions that are most consequential for the
organization as a whole.
All four of these teams need to begin with the three essential conditions we talked about earlier
and once in place,
The three enabling conditions… To support the entire process.
These should lead to an effective senior leadership team that makes the decisions for the
organization, decisions which are very complex and most valuable to the organization and the
leadership team.
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Guiding Teams as they Evolve

Teams don’t form in a linear fashion with a specific set of stages:
They often experience what is called a punctuated equilibrium.
The Mid-point of the punctuated equilibrium can be an important intervention opportunity where a
leader can change a team’s path to achieve the goal more efficiently.
Team design has a powerful impact on team performance. They just don’t run on autopilot.
The often go through stages of development to manage conflict.
They have to intervene the group at appropriate times and manage the dialogue to make sure the team
is tapping into resources, knowledge, and expertise appropriately.
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Bruce Tuckman’s model for group development.
Suggests a linear fashion
Forming: The team comes together
Storming: The team experiences some clashes as members get to know one another.
Norming: The team establishes some basic ground rules for how to work together.
Performing: The team executes performance strategies that enable it to achieve high task
performance.
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The Ideal Team problem-solving process balances divergent and convergent thinking.
Divergent Thinking: The idea that many different alternatives and options to a problem are exercised
and people bring different perspectives which is critical in early stages.
Convergent Thinking: Occurs when teams begin synthesizing and integrating different perspectives,
reconciling their differences, and working toward consensus.
Excessive Divergence: Occurs when teams are trying to work together and are so focused on how
differently they examine a problem that they can never come together.
Premature Convergence: Occurs when teams find ground perhaps too quickly without considering
different perspectives.
Faultline: Some highly heterogeneous teams experience this when their team fragments based on
subgroups that naturally emerge.
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Mid-point of a Group’s Work (Connie Gersick)

Teams evaluate work they have finished and address shortcomings
Teams abandon false or inaccurate premises and unpromising paths undertaken in early stages
Teams gain renewed focus on the deadlines that they must meet
Teams take a look at how members are working together.
Teams reconnect with project champions
Teams come to some agreements about how to move forward.
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Dysfunctional Teams… Lencioni brings up some issues to be aware of if the team appears to be
dysfunctional.. He speaks of:
Absence of Trust.. Which according to Lencioni, arises from an unwillingness to be vulnerable
within the team or group.

What he is referring to is when team members are not genuinely open with one another about
their mistakes and/or weaknesses and this makes it difficult to build a foundation for trust.
Fear of Conflict… Teams which lack trust, often lack an ability to engage in unfiltered and
passionate debate about ideas.

This fear of conflict leads to veiled discussions and guarded comments. Political behavior
dominates.
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Leadership Teams (Cont’d)
Lack of Commitment… having this lack of healthy conflict leads to a lack of commitment.

Without being able to air their opinions in the course of open debate, team members rarely, if ever,
accept or “buy in” and commit to decisions even though they may feign agreement during meetings.
Avoidance of Accountability… Without committing to a clear path of action, even the most focused and
motivated or driven people often hesitate to hold their peers to account for actions and behaviors that
appear to be counterproductive for the good of the team.
Inattention to Results… A lack of attention to collective results is prevalent; team members put their
individual needs (ego, career development, and needs of their Unit) above the collective goals of the
team.
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Crash Landing on the Moon

You and your space crew are on the way to the moon. As you depart the mother ship, you descend too
fast and your space ship crashes. There were no casualties but the members of your crew are pretty
shook up. You are scheduled to meet up with your mother ship, which is about 200 miles away. Both
your ship and the mother ship are on the light side of the moon. As a result of your crash-landing, your
ship is totally destroyed… except for 15 items. As captain of your ship you must rank the 15 items in order
of importance. Put them in numerical order with #1 being the most important and #15 being the least
important. Justify your rankings for each item.
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Here are the 15 items.

Your Ranking

Final Ranking

Box of Matches

___________

____________

Food Concentrate

___________

____________

50 feet of nylon rope

___________

____________

A parachute

___________

____________

Two .45 calibre pistols

___________

____________

Solar-powered heating unit

___________

____________

Stellar map of the moon’s constellation

___________

____________

Self-inflated raft

___________

____________
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Items Cont’d

Your Ranking

Final Ranking

Magnetic Compass

___________

___________

Five Gallons of water

___________

___________

Signal Flares

___________

___________

First-aid Kit

___________

___________

Solar-powered FM receiver-transmitter

___________

___________

One case of powdered milk

___________

___________

Two 100 lb tanks of oxygen

___________

___________
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NASA Rankings of 15 Items.

Box of Matches

15

Virtually worthless.. No oxygen on moom

Food concentrates

4

Efficient means of supplying energy req.

50 ft. of nylon rope

6

Useful in scaling cliffs and tying together

Parachute silk

8

Protection from the sun

Two .45 calibre pistols

11

Possible means of self-propulsion

Portable heating units

13

Not needed unless on the dark side

One case dehydrated milk

12

Bulkier duplication of food concentrates

Two 100 lb. tanks of oxygen

1

Most pressing need. Wgt not a factor.

Stellar map

3

Primary means of navigation.
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Self-inflating raft

9

CO2 bottle can be used for propulsion

Magnetic Compass

14

Magnetic field on moon not polarized.

5 gallons of Water

2

Needed for replacement of lost liquids

Signal Flares

10

Use as distress signal for mother ship

First-aid kit

7

Needles will fit aperture in space suit

Solar-powered FM received-transmitter

5

For communication with mother ship
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Scoring

For each item, mark the number of points that your score differs from the NSAS ranking, then add up all
the points. Disregard plus or minus differences. The lower the total score, the better your score.
0 – 25 Excellent
26 – 32 Good
33 – 45 Average
46 – 55 Fair
56 – 70 Poor… suggests use of Earth-bound logic
71 – 112 Very poor.. You’re one of the casualties of the space program. Your next of kin will be notified.

